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What Kids Are Doing What Moms Are Doing
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What Kids Are Doing What Moms Are Doing


	Text1: 
	0: 8:00
	1: 8:30 - 9:30
	2: 9:30 - 10:30
	3: 10:30 - 11:00
	4: 11:00 - 12:00
	5: 12:00 - 1:00
	6: 1:00 - 2:00

	Text2: 
	0: 
	0: Wake up- quiet play in rooms
	1: Hide in bed savoring a cup of coffee.

	1: 
	0: Breakfast time/Get dressed
	1: Make breakfast – drink more coffee and check Facebook.

	2: 
	0: Quiet morning play (books, toys, puzzles, parent-approved television show)
	1: Shower, get dressed, run through the upstairs like you are on Supermarket Sweep and tidy up.

	3: 
	0: Snack
	1: You snack too. Give kids a banana, save the good stuff for yourself and eat it in the bathroom.

	4: 
	0: Be one with nature
	1: Set your children free in the yard. Sorry neighbors.

	5: 
	0: Lunchtime and Learning
	1: Teach them somewhile while they are tied to the dining room table anyhow.

	6: 
	0: Rest Time (Books, a show, action figures, Legos, anything they won’t come together and fight over or need assistance with.)
	1: REST TIMMMMMEEE!Do you. Live your best life forsixty minutes. 


	Text10: 2:00 - 3:00
	Text20: Crafts and creative play
	Text11: 3:00 - 3:30
	Text12: 3:30 - 5:00
	Text13: 5:00 - 6:00
	Text14: 6:00 - 7:00
	Text15: 7:00 - 7:45
	Text16: 7:45 - 8:00
	Text21: Smile through the pain
	Text22: Snack
	Text23: Remind kids this is IT until dinner!
	Text24: Outside and errands
	Text25: Psych yourself up for a final push. Get outside or run all those errands that need running.
	Text26: Dinnertime
	Text27: Make something amazing and watch no one eat it.Eat their scraps over the kitchen sink while doing the dishes.
	Text28: Wind down time
	Text29: Collapse on the couch and snuggle with your children. Tell them that you do your best listening with your eyes closed.
	Text30: Get ready for bedtime-  Bath, brush teeth, pajamas
	Text31: Pass this chore onto the other parent if they are home by now.
	Text32: Story and BEDTIME
	Text33: RUN to your bed. Take a flying leap into it and do nothing for the next two hours.


